Perspective on

or

. 1986),

1S7

course of development, The discussion considers tIJe essential features of
the connectionist account of performance and development in the balance
scale task, and considers open questions, such as the nature of the initial
constraints necessary to lead to successful development, and the relation-

opment, The chapter also shows bow the connectionist framework allows
one to capture effects of ' cue ,complexity as weD as. cue familiarity on the

Difference Effect (Ferretti & Butterfield,
The incremental nature of connectionist learning-the fact that current
learning builds ' on what. has already been learned- allows the model to
account for stagelike developmental progressions and for differences
readiness to, learn from particular experiences at different points in devel-

The graded' nature

or
the representationS used by , tbelllodel. allows it. to
account for several aspects of the empirical data, including the Torque

lIlore and more about the world"

propositional approaches, I suggest that thinking a~ut the development of
knowledge has been heavily influenced by the assumption that knowledge is
symbolic, and I argue that a connectionist approach leads to new conceptualizations of the processes through which developing children come to
know
These issues are explored by considering a connectionist simulation
" model that is' ,appliedto tbebalance scale task studiecJ by Siegler and otbers,

connectionist approach to these questions with traditional symbolic

Questions about how our knowledge changes in respOnse to experience lie at
the heart of efforts to understand cognitive development, In this chapter, I
approach these questions from a connectio.ust perspective, I contrast a
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relations

among specified

symbols

mortal,

and if I know the appropriate rule of

direct

Socrates is mortal,

units, arranged into mod-

a current perceptual situation, for example, or of an appropriate overt

ules, An active representation-such as the representation one may have of

large numbers of simple, neuronlike prOcessing

Group, 1986, for aD introduction), so the overview is brief, On this
approach- also sometimes called the parallel-distributed processing (POP)
approach- information processing takes place through the interactions of

start with an overview of the connectionist framework, The framework is
now quite familiar (see Rumelhart, McCleUand, and the POP Research

To begin our exploration of this connectionist approach, it is useful to

ded, nonsymbolic character,

complemented bya separate associative system used fOr exceptions,
This chapter explores the view that much of. the knowledge that , developmental psychologists study may not be propositional, Instead, I suggest
the knowledge may be stored in the form of connections: that is, graded
parameters embedded in specific processing structures that use them, This
conception of the nature of knowledge itself leads to a change in thinking
about how knowledge is acquired; not by inference as in the symbolic case,
but by gradual parameter adjustment, I do not mean to suggest that no
knowledge is symbolic or that no discovery of new knowledge occurs by
inference; I only mean to argue that the knowledge that underlies children
performance in many developmental tasks may have this graded, embed-

innate principles with which children reason; and Pinker (1991) characterized children s knowledge 'Of morphology in terms of a simple rule system,

inference, then I can infer that

Much theoretical work in
implicitly
adopts this symbolic
developmental psychology explicitly or
approach without questioning it, Thus Siegler, in his seminal papers on '
development in the balance scale task, characterized children s knowledge in
terms of a set of rules; Spelke, Breinlinger, McComber, and Jacobson
(1992) characterized infants' knowledge of intuitive physics in terms of

Socrates is a malt,

All men are

instruction that

know

and I learn through experience or

form and through inferences applied to encoded propositions, Thus, if I

can be acquired through encoding experienced

knowledge to make inferences and guide actions, Propositional knowledge
events into propositional '

standing for objects or classes of objects; and a system of rules fOr using

propositions, involving specified

According to the symbolic approach, knowledge takes two forms: a set of

Let us begin with the fundamental question: What is knowledge, anyway?

WHAT IS KNOWLEDGE?

ship between the implicit knowledge

connectionist
models and explicit knowledge such as verbalizable propositions and rules,
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a distributed pattern of activati"n, over several

the

the

output
is Used to adjust the

Adjust each connection weight in proportion to

the extent thdt its
adjustment will reduce the discrepancy between the outpUt the network produces and the deairet/output specified by the. environment,

This is equivalent to a procedure for adjusting connection weights:

Adjust each parameter in proportion to the extent that its adjustment
will reduce the discrepancy between predicted and .observed events,

following form:

weights; The actual rule for connection strength adjustment takes the

actually happens in the world, and the dicrepancy

units, . These predictions are compared to a pattern that represents what

the prediction is represented as a pattern of activation over a set of

current situation is a pattern of activation over a set of intern81 units, and '

predictions for the, immediate future, baSed on its represention of
current situation (cf, ReScorla & Wagner, 1972), The representation of

imagine that the cognitive system is continually engaged in making implicit

mismatch between expected and observed events. In this ' approach, we

land, 1989), Various

approaches to learning have been taken within the
POP framework, but the' one that appears to be most promising for
understanding cognitive development is a procedure that learns from the

of the process of developmental change in connectionist systems (McClel-

learning
process,
Let us consider the learning process in more detail , beaause it is the heart

system of symbolic rules, but transition between such st~tes of knowledge
may be completelyseamJess. governed by a completely homogeneous

knowledge may be approximately characteriZable in terms of one or another

knowledge but it need not- admits ohtatesthat are cumbersome at best
to describe by rules; and (d) its acquisition cai1 proceed gradually, through
a simple, experience-driven process, At certain times during acquisition,

involved in performing the task; (c) it can arbitrarily approximate symbolic

connection weights: it is the connectiorts , that determine , what representations we form when we perceive the world and what responses these
represenations will lead us to execute, Such knowledge has several essential
characteristics: (alit isincohate, implicit, and completely opaque to verbal
description; (b) even in its implicit form it is not necessarily accessible to all
tasks-rather. it can be used only when the units it connects are actively

As already noted, the knowledge in a connectionist system is stored in the

propagation of activation among the uRits, through weighted excitatory and
inhibitory connections,

levels of description, Processing in such systems occurs through the

response- is

modules,
representing different aspects of the event or experience, Perhaps :at many
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was developed by Rumelhart. Hinton. and

gradient
The process of connection adjustment is seen as a process of search

back propagation;

Each point in the

sample of it

(see White. in press. for a

taken by Wilkening and Anderson (1991), Some of the connectionist
simulation work reviewed here was reported in McClelland (1989) and

to the symbolic approach taken in work by Siegler (Klahr & Siegler. 1978;
Siegler. 1976. 1981; Siegler & Klahr. 1982) and to the algebraic approach

the same developmental leVel over an extended period of time~ The choice
of the balance scale task allows us to compare the connectionist approach

in development. punctuated by periods of relatively rapid change, I discuss
how the approach can lead us to understand how readiness to profit from
particular experience may change gradually as, a child performs ovenly at

approach can lead us to understand why there are periods of relative stasis '

making cognitive judgments in this task, I also show that the connectionist

of recent evidence on the graded nature of the knowledge children use

based on the balance scale task used by Siegler (1976. 1981) and others, I.
show how the connectionist approach is consistent with a considerable body

representations of certain situations to subsequent outcomes, I show how
this approach offers a new way of thinking. not only about the knowledge
that underlies performance in cognitive tasks. but also about the process of
developmental change, And Idemonstrate that the approach has considerable appeal in accounting for a wide range of findings obtained in studies

approach to learniDg in connectionist systems that are exposed to environments that exhibit regularities in the predictions that can be' made from

In this chapter I explore the effects of using the stochastic gradient

discussion),

iradient. but on a random

direction is called the
gradient
(it represents the negative of the slope of the
error surface at that point). and gradient descent simply amounts to moving
down the gradient, It is useful to defme the gradient in terms of an entire
ensemble of possible events and experiences in the environment, In this
case. each particular event gives a random' sample of the gradient. rather
than a true picture of the entire gradient, If we adjust connection weights
based on this sample. the leamiJig procedure is more properly called
stochastic gradient
to . indicate that learning is based; not on the exact

space represents a possible entire set of connection weights and the
corresponding error, and from each point there is one direction that
represents the steepest direction downhill in ' the error measure, This

of other dimensions. one for each connection weight,

represents the error. and in which the surface is defined over a large number

across a surface in a large space. in which the height of the surface

descent:

Williams (1986), These procedures perform a search process caned

known as

This approach to leamingin connectionist , systems was pioneered by
Rosenblatt (1959) and Widrow and Hoff (1960); the gener8lization.
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FIG, I, A balan~ Kale of the type used by Siesler (1976, 1981), Reprinted from Fiaure 1
of Siegler (1976), with permission,

Siegler (1976) developed a set of possible rules that children might use in the
balance scale task. and a procedure for determining which of the rules the
child was using, The rules. taken from Siegler (1976). are presented in Fig,
2, A quick summary can be given as follows: Children who use Rule I
attend to the number of weights on each side. but not the the distance from
, the fulcrum, Thus. they say the sides balance if the weights are the same on
both sides; otherwise. they say the side with the greater weight will go down,
Children who use Rule 2 are like children who use Rule.. except that they
take distance into account ifthe weights are the same on both sides; in this
case they say the side where the weights are the furthest from the fulcrum
will go down, Children who use Rule 3 appreciate that both weight and
distance matter, For these children. if the number of w~ights is greater on
one side and the distance is greater on the other. the child will be uncertain

Siegler's Rules

, feedback; that is. the

given with different numbers of weights on different pegs. and there is no
scale is imobile so that the child does not learn
whether the prediction is right or wrong,

would go. down if the scale were free to move, Typically a series of trials is

on one peg on the left of the fulcrum. and some number of weights are
placed on one peg on the right, The child' stask is to predict which side

a balance scale like the one in Fig, 4, 1, Some number of weights are placed

version of the task. which is the main focus here~ the child is presented with

The balance scale task was introduced by Inhelder and Piaget (1958) and
studied extensively by Siegler (1916. 1981) and many others, In the standard

THE BALANCE SCALE TAS~

(1986) and to examine factors that influence ease of mastery of the weight
and distance cues that must be used to perform correctly in the balance scale
task,

tions to address the torque difference effect of Ferretti and Butterfield

McClelland and Jenkins (1991), However. I extend the previous simula-

4. A CONNECTIONIST VIEW
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aubo,dlnala
dlm.nalon
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-",at.,

co"acll,

dillianiloni

auba,dlnata dlm.nalan-G,.ata, th,ou,h

-"aat.,

dimanalan

dim.naion

Aula I

Rul.D

the sides balance, Children who use Rule 4 appreciate that both cues matter,
as well; they differ from children who use Rule 3 in that they understand the

what to do; operationally, the assumption is that the child simply guesses,
distributing the guesses evenly between saying (a) the side with the greater
weight goes down, (b) the side with the greater distance goes down, or (c)

Siegler

McCLELLAND

. FIG, 4. 2, The four Rules identified by Siegler (1976). Reprinted from Figure I of
(1981), with permission,

equal
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FIG. 4, ), Examples of each . of the six problem types and patterns of performance that
would be predict~ by each of the six rules, Reprinted from Table J of Siegler (1976), with

lliUW

Conniel-balanee

tillJliJ

Conniel-dislanee

lillJlli

Conniel-welshl

lillJilJ

Dislance

lW...1.W

Welshl
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Balance

Problem type

PREDICTIONS FOR PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT ANSWERS AND ERROR PA TIERNS
ON POSTTEST FOR CHILDREN USING DIFFERENT RULES

predicted from each rule for each problem type,

This allows, correct

greater wiUgo down, and they use this rule in case the cues are in conflict,
performance in every case.
To assess conformity to these rules, Siegler developed a test consisting of
four examples of each of six problem t)'peS (Fig, 4, 3). In bala1lceproblems.
the weight and the distance were the same on both sides, In
weight
distance
problems, only the distance
problems, only the weight differed, In
differed, In the remaining three problem types, both' weight and distance
differed, ' and both cues were aiwaysin conflict, so that the distance was
greater on one side but the weight was greater on the other , For conj1;ctweight
problems, the torque was greater on the side with the greater weight;
for the
problems" the torque was greater on the . side with
coriflict-distance
problems, the torque was
the greater distance: and' for the conjlict~balance
the same on both sides, Fig, 4, 3 indicates thepattem of responding

principle implies that' the side where the product of weight times distance is

physical torque principle that governs which side will go down, This

4, A'

and up co~ormed to the predictions of

1981) found that the behavior of

McCLELLAND

b~

WEI
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HAL WEI

DIS c-w c-o CA HAL
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! 0

c;.D

c;.H

PrOblem type

WEI DIS c;.w c-o c;.e

Rul. 4

' Problem type

DIS

Rul. 3

10 of MeCleDand (1989), with permission,

c:orrespondina to exact adherence to each of Siesler's rules (squues), It.eprlnted from FiJUl'e

Siesler's (1981) criteria for use of each rule. Also shown is the pattern of performance

. FIG, 4.
Patterns of performance on each of them problan types by children (circles), and '
the McClelland (1989) balance scale model (Xs) averaaedover children or networks satisfying

4,

c;.e

trP8

DlS c;.w c;.D
PrOblem trP8

Pr~m

BAl WEI

HAL

V'L

Rul.1

have more to say about these when I consider, the predictions of the
connectionist model, In one study, children were tested twice to assess the
reliability of the rule assessment prOcedure, In general, consistency was
high, although it was not perfect; in particular, children scored as using
Rule 2 at the fIrSt test showed considerable variability at the subsequent test,

but there are dlscrepanciesthat may be at least somewhatsystematic; I shall

of 24 of the subject's

, one of the fQur rules,

ScOring was fairly strict. but not absolutely so: 20 out
responses had to correspond to a rule before the child
was said to conform to it, but. this meant that up to 4 responses could be
deviant, Fig, 4, 4 presents' the actual profiles of children who were said to
conform to each rule, together with the predicted pattern
on the rule,
(Also shown are the predictions of the model to be described later, ) There
is a fairly close correspondence between the rules and children s behavior,

about 93.,. of tbe subjects aged

Over a series of studies, Siegler (1976,

Siegler's FiDdiags
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and sometimes to

to 4

+ rO"As

indexes the two sides of the scale

"'(A

(I

and

s and As are

(I)

to true

psychological weight and distance variables, and X 'Y, and r are parameters

where subscript

=xOs +

r),

(this need not crorrespond

physical torque) for each side of the scale:

computes' a "psychological torque

Following their lead, one can construct a decision procedure in which one

sometimes. reflect the use of an algebraic rule that i~corporates graded
influences of weight and distance,

show up on Siegler s test as indicative of the use of any of Rules I

as~

it and have obtained additional results that suggest that the picture painted
o~ the ~elevant
by the rule assessment method may not capture all
the
knowledge possessed by children, There are two ma1n discoveries, Fust,
rule that best fits a particular child depends on details ofthe problems used
~utterfield, Cabn,
to, assess the rules (Ferretti & Butterfield, 1986; Ferretti,
& Kerkman 1986), Second, there are alternative rules ~r procedures that
children mi~t use that could yield data that masquarade as one of Siegler
rules (Wilkening & Anderson, 1982, 1991), WiIkeningandAnderson (1991),
using a functional measurement approach, and Ferretti et ai" using the rule
of probleJl)s of each type to
assessment method but with a , wider . range
, thafresponse patterns that;
suggested
'b1oredetaiJed
examination,
,
permita

Several other researchers have studied the balance scale task or variants of

Underlying Continuity?

rule between
Rule 4 with Rule 2 serving as a (possibly optional) transiqonal
some
discrepancies,
Not all
Rules i and 3, Yet, throughout the data, we see
their
children score in accordance with any rule (and it seems doubtful that
responses were random), Of those who do score in accordance with a rule,
it is clear that frequently not all of their responses matc~,

developmental trend to progress from Rule I to Rule 3

conformity between children s behavior and Siegler's rules, and a clear

their handlingap~at
of first
Rule
4,
glance to be a stnkmg
To summarize these results, there

young
Considering developmental trends, there was a strong. trend forto cOnform to Rule I and for children beyond the !tge of
S':'7)
children (ages
10 or so to conJorm to Rule 3 or 4, Rule 2 was used by the fewest children,
mostly around the age of 7 to 9 ycanold, Note that not al. young adults use
Rule 4;' even. in groups of college undergraduates, the rate of use of Rule 4
was far from perfect, Also, if the results for so-called Rule 4 subjects shown
completely consistent in
in Fig, 4, 4 indicate that these subjects were not
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and

choosing the side with greater

if the

x, y,

and

/, We g~

exact equivalence to Rule 1 if

x, y,

(3)

= 0, C 0, and
= I and C = 0, 5, Then Equation

but if the number of weights

4, We

= 0, C
0, and z

. C,

= I and C = 0, 5 produces exact conformity to Rule 4,

get equivalence to Rule 4 if

2, We can

= 0,

My,

and

M,

Then we can

= 6,

= I, and

;::. C, For example,

parameters, then there would be some difference-of-distances that would
lead them to choose the side with greater distance, even if there is a slight
asymmetry of weight,

if children who match Rule 2 were really using Equation 2 with these

C = 0, 5, What this amounts to is the assumption that the weight cue is
much stronger than the distance cue, and so, if there is any difference in
weight it "outweighs " the largest possible difference in distance, Of course,

ifthe maximum difference in distance is 5, we can choose

implement Rule 2 by choosing

maximum difference in distance between the two sides is

Rule

produce conformity to Rule 2 under Equation 2 only if
we restrict the range of possible differences in distance, . Suppose that the

For example,

Rule

the greater weight goes down,

weights is I, which is greater than C), and the child will say that the side with

differs, the criterion will be exceeded (minimum difference given unit

difference is equal to 0, therefore less than 0),

So, if the weights are ihe same on both sides, the child wiD say balance (the

= W

2 reduces to:

(2)

.to and C now allow us to mimick all of Siegler

are proportional to x, 'Y and

~ C, For example, suppose we choose

Rule

rules:

Particular choices of

where

zW))"

defined by the experimenter, then the equation can be rewritten:

absolute value of the difference is greater than or equal to some criterion C,
as the response, otherwise, If we make the simplifying
balonce
ai:td choosing
"
is
proportional
to the actual number of unit weights
assumption that 0
"
is
proportional
to
the
actual' number of units of distance
and A

difference between

T,

s knowledge, One then chooses a response by computing the

of the child'
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(x

= I,

= 0, C =

x, y, z,
to, one or another of

Effect

conmCt~ce
problems, In both cases, the probability of correct responding increased
substantially as torque difference increased, There were slight effects on

enced . by torque. difference, particularly for distance -and

findings, First, the probability of responding correctly was strongly influ-

separately for eaehlevel of torque difference, There were two principal

, particular types, ' and to score children ' adherence to each of Siegler's rules

weights on one peg on each side of a fulcrum, with pegs located from one
to six distance units froDlthefulcrum), Each subject was tested with four
weight, distance, conflict-weight, andconflict-diStance problems at each
level ' of torque difference, as weD as a common, set of balance and
conflict-balance problems (for these two types of problems, torque difference is fIXed at 0), This allowed them to examine both the effect of the
torque difference variable . on children s. performance on problems of

difference possible within the

between the two sides of the scale, and level 4 conesponded to the iargest
eonfinesof the problem space (one to six

between the two sides of the balance scale, There were four levels, where
level 1 corresponded to the most minimal torque difference pOssible

Siegler, but they explicitly varied the magnitude of the difference in torque

The algebraic model's use of graded parameters allows it to address the
torque difference findings of Ferretti and Butterfield (t986), nest investigators constructed sets of problems of the same six types as those used by

neTofque Difference

in particular cases,

Siegler s rules for a partiCular set of problems, Points in the parameter space
that are outside the regions that allow pure rule emulation often allow an
adequate approximation to. the rule to be categorized under it, given the
leniency of the scoring procedure and the restricted range of examples used

and C that would produce approximate adherence

are broad ranges of the space of possible values of the parameters

Matters become even more complex when we consider the fact that there

pensatorystrategieswillproduce Rule 3 behavior,

Likewise, many other additive or mixed additive and multiplicative com-

type, This pattern is categoriiec:l as an example of the Rule 3 pattern.

5) results in a pattern of2errors out of the 4 conflict problems of each

side with the greater sum of weight and distance

Rule
3, Note that Rule 3 as defmed by Siegier is meant to encompass
any strategy in which both weight and distance influence performance but
a strict computation of torque is not used, Given the particular problems
used by Siegler. (1981), kindly provided to me by Siegler (personal communication, October, l993), it turns out that the simple rule of choosing the
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for

apparent adherence to Siegler s rules differed

for

TD Level

.29
.24

Percentage of Rule Classifications at Different Torque-Difference (TO) Levels
(Ferretti .t Butterfield, 1986)

TABLI~ 4.

points in development,

Siegler, 1976, 1981, care was taken in constructing

the conflict problems to
prevent appareilUuccess for children using some possible nonmultiplicative
strategies), Other aspects of the data are not susceptible to this particular
problem, however, . If a child were real1yusing Rule I or Rule 2 as stated by
Siegler, that child's classification would not be affected by torque difference, and yet there ~ere substantial effects. of that variable on the
probability that children were classified' as using either of these two rules,
, The torque difference effect is consistent with the idea that the underlying
procedures used by children may make useotgraded information, in
accordance with the algebraic model previously given, The algebraic model,
however, has some. limitatioDS, It can describe a child' s developmental state
for
in terms of the values of a few. parameters, but it proVides no mechanism
change, What is needed is a model that not only captures the developmental
for
the process of
state of a child, but at the same time allows us to account
change of state, We now consider one important and interesting aspect of
this process: differential readiness to profit from experience at different

times distance and comparing torques, as Seigler s Rule 4 requires (in

weight

exainple, that the subject maybe able to get all of the large

torque.difference problems correct without actually multiplying

This means,

at different levels of torque difference, The data are shown in Table 4, 1, As
torque difference increased, the percentage of children classified as Using
Rule 1 decreased, and the percentage classified as Rule 4 increased, The
percentage of children classified as using Rule 2 increased and then
Rule 3,
for
decreased, and there was a silniIar, but weaker trend
These results must be interpreted cautiously, because at the larger torque
differences used in this study, a variety of different strategies would allow
correct responding on conflict-weight and conflict-differencepi'oblems,

range available

improvement,
, The second fmding was that

probability of conect responses for weight and conflict-weight problems,
but perfonnance on problems of these types. was quite good (8S Ofo correct)
even at the lowest level of torque difference, and there was a more limited
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scored as Rule 1

so that they could see the actual

Note,

Age

Age

.2

Children who were given pretraining in encoding dirtance
Undi1SS.

Unclllss,

All subjects were scored as conformm, to Siegler's RuleJ before trainioJ,

2.

Children not given up/icit training in encoding distance

TABLE 4,
Conformity to Siegler s Rules by 5- and 8-year-old Subjects InidallyConformins to Rule I
After Exposure to Conflict Problems

two groups, He asked S- and 8-year-oldchildren to reproduce balance scale
configurations provided by an experimenter, Although 8-year-olds reproduced weight and distance from the fulcrum equally wtll, S-year~lds failed
to reproduce the distance cue, Through several studies, Siegler established
that S-year-olds cannot encode distance when explicitly instructed to do so;
for
them to encode distance reliably, they must be given explicit instruction
in how to encode it, This stroilglysuggests that one of the developmental
differences between
So. and 8-year-olds is that the S-year-olds lack not just
the inclination, but the ability to encode distance from the fulcrum,
Within the context of the symbolic rule approach, Siegler's results suggest
that 8-year-oldsdo spontaneously encode distance; but those 8- year-olds

Follow up experiments by Siegler (1976) suggested a ~fference between Sand 8-year-old children that could account
for
the difference between the

outcome, The results were quite different

for
the twd groups: Most of the
year-olds advanced from use of Rule I to a more sophisticated rule (Rule
2 or 3), However, none of the S-year-olds advanced; half continued to
perform at the Rule 1 level, and the other half becameunclassifiable, failing
to conform to any of the rules (Table 4, 2),

their prediction the scale was freed

year-old Rule I
users were given a series of 16 conflict problems, ' with feedbaCk, The
children were shown the problem, with the two sides' of the scale immobilized, They were then asked to predict which side would go down, and after

a series of studies contrasting

users
(Siegler, 1976),
In the study of greatest interest here, groups ofS- and 8-

and 8-year-olds who ' both

Differential readiness was exhibIted in Siegler s work on the balance scale in

Readiness
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to spontaneously encode the

provide adequate descriptions of the

state of

emphasis on mechanisms of transition, In several recent writings (Siegler, in

Siegler (1983) recognized these limitations, and called for increased

different states,

Thus, the difference between the 3-year-oldand
ferent
encoding operators,
the 4-year-old is the encode weight operator; the difference between the 4and S-year-old is the availability of productions that implement Rule I; the
difference between the S-year-old and the Rule I 8-year-old is the encode
distance operator; and so on, But little was said in any of these papers about
what leads to these differences, The rule approach describes the different
states of knowledge, but does little to explain the transitions between these

knoweldge, if they are supplemented by further , assumptions about dif-

that these models can

within the context of a system of rules, Klahr and Siegler (1978) ' discussed
the use of production system models to capture these rules, and they stated

To my knowledge, no fully adequate answer to these questions was given

spontaneously encode
weight and distance; 4- and S-year-olds spontaneously encode weight but
not distance; and 3-year.:.olds spontaneously encode neither,
2, Why do some children who spontaneously encode a cue fail to use it,
whereas others who are just a little older both use and encode the cue?

at a younger age do not encode? Eight-year-olds

I, Why do children of one age spontaneously encode a cue that children

To summarize, the readiness studies raise two questions:

basis for their predictions,

and 4-year-old children who are able to profit from feedback to make the
transition from random responding to Rule I, Yet, the same 4-year-olds
who spontaneously encode weight, do not spontaneously use weight as the

encode the weight cue accounts for a corresponding difference between 3-

Siegler and' Klahr (1982) established that a difference in the tendency to

Analogous questions can be posed for the weight cue, In another paper,

distancc cue accounts for the difference between early (S-year-old) and late
(8-year-old) Rule I children. But a question arises: Why, if 8-year-olds are
spontaneously encoding this cue, do so many of them not spontaneously use

it?

These results suggest that the tendency

who adopt Rule I in the balance scale task do not spontaneously use this cue
in making judgments, However, they can be induced to use it if given
feedback indicating that predictions made simply from the weight cue are
incorrect, A further study demonstrated that ifS-year-olds are explicitly
instructed in how to encode distanct, they can do so, Furthermore, the
training was sufficient to allow these children to then profit from exposure
to a series of conflict problems,
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strategies

(rules and operators, in the earliertemiinology of

asa change in probability of selection of

A CONNECI'IONIST

APpaOAm

connectionist

approach, indicate that most

weight-distance configuration on the other, Assunting (as I do) that this
task taps subjects implicit rulesrather than explicit strategies, the Wilkening
and Anderson data suggest that subjects would not adhere to Rule 4 unless
they were actually explicitly multiplying, It is clear from several aspects

adult subjects use a combination rule that is more additive than multiplicative when adjusting weight or distance on one side of a scale to balance a

(1991), using the functional measureIDent

using other compensatory strategies~ Data from Wilkening and Anderson

problem sets like tbeones used by Siegler (1976, 1981) that cannot be passed

. models do not providethe,

fuU story, One example arises in the case of
subjects who meet Siegler s criteria for Rule 4, when .stringently tested with

findings in the balance scale domain that suggest ' that the

Before describing the connectionist system, I stress tbat there are some

performance of many S-8~ear-olds), but do not give insight into the fUZZy
edges of performance demonstrated by the toi'quedifference effect or to the
developmental progression that underlies the transition fromperfonnance
characterizable by onetule to performance characterizable by another,
Here I show how the connectionist system accounts for much of the same
data and provides a way of understanding both the fuzzy edges that we see
in many cases and the apparent transitions between discrete states,

tions may be useful fOr providing characteriZations of performance (for
Rulel isaCClirate in describing the balance scale

example, Siegler s

describable in terms of such symbolic constructs, The approxiinate descrip-

thepreselice or absence of particular rules, operators, or productions, but,
in terms of gi'aded connection strengths that may 'be approximately

Theconnectionistapproaclr, sketched at the beginning of this chapter,
provides a different view 'of the developmental process, The key difference
is that the knowledge underlying performance is not represented in terms of

suggested,

done by combinations of elementS, as Siegler and Munakata(l993)

pre-existingelements, even if we allow that some of the work will need to be

be adequately understood

from, and it is unattractive to assume that all of developmc;ntal change can

been written to date about where wholly new rules and operators . come

Siegler, 1976, and Klahr & Siegler, 1978), But little was said in what has

different

preparation; Siegler & Munakata, 1993). he suggested that one source
transitions may be change in the probability with which. children use
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8th graders can be taught

to
to

Rule 4, they can come

follow this procedure, Even

to

make it difficult

to

succeed using anything

to
combine them

and progress through the stages is based

of

knowledge representation,

The connectionist model is based on the learning principle previously
stated: The model is trained on examples of balance scale problems, First,
the problem is presented (some number of weights on each side of the scale,
placed some distance from the fl,llcrum on each side), The model must try
predict which side ' will go down, After the prediction, the network is
to
. given feedback in the form of the coned outcome for the problem, Then.
the weights are IUijusted in accordance with the principle previously stated:
to
the extent that its adjustment will
Adjust each weight in proportion

De CoDDedioDist Model. of McClelland (1989)

connectionist forms

on implicit. incrementallcarning, There is a role for (conscious. explicit)
symbolic rules, In the discussion at the end of this chapter. I examine the
role such ruleS might play and consider how they might interact with

graded (CQnDecUonist) knowledge.

leading to diseoveringandarticulating the rule) can be based on implicit.

perform at the Rule 4levelo I claim that performance up

to

this stage (which
cOaching
is given.
characterizes most adults. unless specific emphasis and

distance into account. but does not know explicitly how

succeed unless they do use explicit multiplication, People can and do use
expUcit strategies ' in some taskS and under some circUmStances, and the
to elicit explicit strategies under some
balanCe scale task is one that appears
conditions,
The main interest of this chapter is in the earlier stages of development
the Rule 3' stage. where the' subject tak~ both weight and
to
that. lead up

other than strict multiplication ot weight times distance, few subjects

areat care has been taken

closely mimic a strict multiplicative integration rule; and in cases

wheJ'e

intUitive judgments, My claim is that subjects' implicit judgments do not

of kule4; some sets of such problems (aD be solved by additive or mixed
combinatiollS of weight and distance of the kind I bc1ievecharacterize

successful navigation of many sets of confliCt problems requires explicit use

to

rccordofthe problems or

formulate an
hints
to
do so if given an explicit
side,
and their
on
each.
weights
,
nomberof
explicit rule that considers the
to
say that
distances from the fulcrum (Siegler & Klahr. 1982), This isoot

though few such students spontaneously conform

students aDd '

to

the Rule 4 pattern actually multiply weighttim~distance
torque for eaCh side. and then decide which side will go down by comparing
the numerical' values of these torques through explicit. verbally reportable,
arithmetic operations, Among the relevant evidence is the fact that college

compute a

Siegler's data that many of the subjectS in' his' experiments who. conform
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to

distinguish the different possible

to'

five wieghts on pegs spaced one

00080

08000

to

balance

represent

scale model,

Dlistance

to

five steps from the

FIG, S, Cormectionist network used in the McClelland (1989)
Reprinted from Figure 2. 7 of McCle1land (1989), witbpermission,

Weight

fulcrum on either side. I provided a total of 20 input units. one

involving one

problem configurations but that, on the other hand. ' left the network with
to
interPret the weight and
to
solve in detennining how
a substantial task
handle problems
to
distance information (Fig, 4, 5), To allow the network

that was. on the one hand sufficient

(McClelland, 1989), but in a lIitersection of the chapter, I consider an
alternative approach,
In my 1989work, following up on an earlier model by Jenkins (1989), I
chose a way of representing the information needed to solve the problem

reduce the discrepancy between the model' s output (the prediction) and the
observed output (the correct response),
To turn this abstract principle into an explicit model. we must make
several additional stipulations, First, we must specify. fonnatfor representing the problem. both fo.-the input and the outcome, Second, we must.
specify a network architecture in terms of units and their activation
function, Third, we must specify a training regime, Th~ bulk of the work
reported here is based on the approach I used in ~lier simulations
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left side down

is represented

the weight

constrain the kinds

of solutions the model can find, but as I discuss later , work by Schmidt and
Shultz (1991) suggests that imposing this constraint is not crucial,
So far, I have not provided the model with any basis for earlier mastery
of the use of weight as a cue as opposed to distance, A definitive treatment

information, The modular organization was imposed to'

scale or even for reproducing this information in a copy of a presented
balance scale configuration, The intermediate layer of units in the model
provides a level that will correspond to this recoding of the perceptual

information and one for encoding distance, The two-layer structure of the
network was imposed to capture the idea that tbe child must do two tbings
with tbeinformation about each dimension: encode that information, and
then use the information to predict which side will go down, To be sure, the
weight and distance information are encoded in the input tothe model. But
we can treat this input as corresponding as far as the model is concerned to
something akin to the percept in children, Surely, even the youngest
children in any of the studies we are considering see- in some sense
encode- both the magnitude of the weight (or at least the height of the
stack of weights) and its location within the balance scale, We could
demonstate this by asking them to point to the top of the stack of weights
()n each side of the scale, The input representation is intended. to capture
this level of encodil1g, But Siegler's (1976, 1981) studies suggest that
children differ in the extent to which they encode the relevant dimensions in
a form that makes theJi1 suitable for predicting the outcome of tlie balance

organized tbese into separate modules, one for encoding

by an activation of I ' on tbe left unit and 0 on the rigbt; right side down
represented by 0 on the left and 1 on the right; and balance is represented
by an aCtivation of , 5 on both output units, This choice does constrain the
network to treat balance as intermediate between the two otber alternatives,
and injects prior knoweldgeofthe semanticsoftbe domain into the network,
. The network architecture had two other important features: First, it
introduced a layer of hidden unit between input and output; and second, it

output leVel, there were two units, The ()utcome

each side and their distances from the fulcrum, Note, thougb, that the input
representation only treats tbe different numbers of weights and the different
distances as cardinal nuinbers; altbough the units are arranged in increasing
order for our convenience, the network has no access to this arrangement,
and as far as it is concerned they could be arranged in any other way, At the

distance, Witb tbis input representation, a problem can be presented by
turning on just the four input units representing the number of weights on

represent eacb ()f tbe distinct distances from tbe fulcrum of eacb side, In tbe
figure, the units are arranged into four groups of five, with tbe two groups
on tbe left representing weigbt, and tbe two groups on the rigbt representing

eacb of the distinct numbers of weigbts (1-5) on eacb side, and one to
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wiD require a fuller . psychological investigation, It is not im-
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The simulation results were presented in McClelland (1989), so I give a brief
summary of the main points so that we can focus on some details not

Basie SlmulatlQD' Resuhs '

compared, If they werewitbin , 33 of each ()ther, then response was taken to
be balance; otherWise. thenetw()rk was taken to have predicted thltthe side
corresponding to the unit with the greater activation should godown, This
thresholding corresponds' to an asswnption that the discrete responses io'
Siegler s task actually reflected an underlying continuity in the internal
psych()logical states,

type, On each

24-pr()blemttStset used in Siegler (1981), including 4' problems of each
problem, the activation of the two outputs . units was

weights, A series of training epochs was then constructed, In each epoch,
100 patterns. were chosen at random from the corpus just described, Mter
the presentationaf each pattern, the correct answer was presented, and the
weights' were. adjusted a . small amount according to the gradient descent
learning rule (see McClelland, 1989, tor' further details), ' At the end of each
epoch, the network was tested' OD a set of 24 problems mOdeled ' after the

In each run, the network was initialized with small, random connection

experience is see-saws, because see-saws are generally set up

opposed to distance may be a case in point, One possible relevant source of
with Ii seat
equidistant from the fulcrum ()n either side. Thus, every child will have bad
experience with the effects' of weight differences, but they may have had
considerably less experience with effects of differences in distance from the
fulcrum, In accordance with this possiblity, the training regime used in the
McClelland (1989) simulations involved presenting the network with training
cases that contained many more instances of problems where weigbt varied
but distance stayed the same than of any other type, The exact training
regimen consisted of creating a corpus of examples consisting of all possible
combinations of one of five weights with one of five distances on the left and
the right. This yielded 625 distinct problems, The list was augmented with
additional copies of each pr()blem involving weights placed the same distance
from the fulcrum on both sides, In two runs, there were five copies of each
problem of this type; in two ather tunS there were ten,

ciple h()lds in other domains, as well, and the earlier mastery of weight as

th~ distance cue, One possibility is that children have more releVant experiences with variations in weight than they have with variations in distance,
It is a widely accepted principle of language acquisiti()n that children learn
to use first those cues that are most available as predictors of the correct
interpretation (Bates & MacWhinney, I987), It is likely that the same prin-

mediately clear why the weight cue is notiCed and used at an earlier age than

of tbis issue
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FIG. 4.6, . Connection streDlths in the McClelland (l989) balance scale network after
different amounts oftrainina, and activations. produced by an input consisting of four weights
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An examination of tile connection , weights in the model provides some

emphasized in that paper. and on new

simulations, First. the model'
performance corresponded to one of Seig1er"s rules about 8S11700f the time,
not counting an initial pbaseof about 10 epochs, Tbis 851170 conformity
figure is less tbanis typically found in subjects. though not by much,
Second~ the model exhibits good fidefiiy to the developmental trends seen in
hUman' subjects: All ' four runs of' tbemodel showed. a plausible. develo~
mental progression; startiq with no rule at all. and progressing through
relatively stableperforinance on Rule 1 to Rule 2, to a period of vacillation
between fitting the criteria for Rule 3 and Rule 4, Thus, the model captures
the expected developmental progression of children. at least at a coarse
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word

strength

the different numbers of

I weigbtand 5 weights having relatively

Rule 1.

extreme influences (excitatory or inhibitory). and 3 weights bavingneai'ly
no influence. In the case of the input given in the figute' (weight disparity of
2) the first unit takes an activation of about. 7, andtbe: second of about.
In short, the connections from the input units to the hid~en units encode the
disparity of weight between the two sides of the scale. Tbe connections. from
side with the
these units to the response units then implement the rule: The
greater
weight
down, Tbe hidden unit whose activation increases as the
g(H!S
weight disparity varies from - 4 to +4 tends to excite'tbe left output unit
. and inhibit the right output unit, wbereasthe other hidden unit bas opposite
, influences. Thus. when the disparity is
O. tbeinfluenceS on the output units
are in balanCe, but when the disparity favors one side or the other, this is
reflected in a disparity intbe aciivation oftbe output unitS. At this point,
the network bas just reached the point where its beb~vior corresponds to

weights on a ' c;ontinuUJD, with

from the input to the hidden units. Tbese place

varies from

minusn1lJnber of weights on the right) varies from - 4 to +4; the other unit
to l. as the weight disparity varies fro. +4 to - 4. This
happens as a result oftbe connection strengths that the network bas learned

Let us examine tbe way in which the network bas leared to encode the
weight dimension. Tbe two representational units have organized tbemto Ii, as tbe disparity in
selves so that. the activation of one ranges from
number of weights betWeen the two sides (nUmber of, weights on the left

considerably more experience with cases in which weigbtvaries as a cue than
with cases in whicb distance varies.

in reference to the weight variable in the balance scale problems. ) Gradually. over . the course of training, the connection strettgths become organized. We will consider the time course in more detail later. For now. we
notetbat by
20 epochs. this organization bas begun for the connections that
process the weight cue; but at tbispoint. the network bas not reached the
point where there is any discernable organization in the connections that
process distance. This difference is due to the fact that~be network receives

refer to the magnitude of connections; the word weight is reserved for use

near . 5 for all inputs. (In tbis part of tbecbapter, I use ~be

insight into bow it bas learned to perform the balance st:aIe task. Figure 4,
shows the weights in tbenetwork from one run, tested before tbebeginning
of training and then after 20, 40. and 100 epochs. For tbis run, these points
correspond to the beginning oftbe Rule 1 phase; the end of tbis phase as the
model is about to . progress to ' Rule 2; and. tbe end o( the training. regime,
wbereitis vaccillating between conforinity to Rules 3 :and 4.
Initially. tbemodel knows nothing about thet~k. Tbe connection
strengths are small and random and the activations of ~tb output units are
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latter pattern is still too weak (and the

information to affect the choice . of

in the
distance pathway are

too

weak to

The network can, if trained very gradually, find a set of connection weights
that wiD allow it to Perfectly simulate Rule 4 for the range of values of
weight and distance used in these simulations. This behavior is fragile,

Sources of VariabiDty in tbe Network' s Bebavior

throughout training. Tbe reason things level off eventually is that they reach
weight
a point where further increases in connection strength on the
improvements
in
performance.
At
this
dimension do not lead to further
point, the network's output does not match the exact target values, but the
slight changes to the connection strengths ' that occur as a result of these
discrepancies cancel out, because they help with some patterns, but not with
others. Meanwhile, there is continuing improvement in encoding and use of
infomiation about the distance cue. At this point in training, there is still a
slight advantage for the weight dimension relative to the distance dimension,
which is why the output shown in the figure shows a slight difference favoring
the side where there are more weights. The exact outcome depends on the
exact input configuration. The network tends to prefer the side with more
weight to the side where the weights are a greater distance from the fulcrum,
but there can still be cases in which this slight preferenCe is reversed or
neutralized, so the network' s behavior over a set of problems is somewhat
unsystematic, and therefore appears to conform to Siegler's Rule 3,

the distances are the same, than cases in which the distances ' are the same

Considering the connection weights at 100 epochs, we , see that they are
equally strong on both sides of the network. This may seem surprising,
because the network experiences far more cases where the weights differ but

Disparity in distance influences the behavior of the network only when there

is no disparity in weight.

counteract even small disparities in weight. Consequently, the network'
behavior will conform to Rule 2 after these slight further increases.

sides. Yet the connections

sufficient disparities ir1the activation at the . output level to allow the
distance cue to influence responses when the weight is the same on both

disparity in ",eight. gowever, the connections encoding distance and the
connections that use this encoding to influence the predicted outcome have
built up to the point where slight further increaseS will now produce

responses, except in cases of extreme distance disparity and little or no

are still to weak) for the distance

connection strengths from the hidden units for distance to the output units

distance. At this point, this

Considering the connection strengths at 40 epochs, we see that the pattern
in the connections encoding the number of weights has become stronger,
and a similar pattern has begun to emerge in the connectio~s that encode
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probleJl1S of the same type as weD '

distance problems correct. With Rule 3, both the model and human subjects

subjects. Similarly, with Rule 2, the model and subjects both tend to make
errors on balance arid distance problems, and occasionally to get confUct-

sionallysucceeds on distance problems; a similar pattern occurs with human

the pattern.ofperfoi'rnance exhibited by the children and the model to the
patterns predicted by Siegler's Rules, in Fig. 4. 4. For example, we see in the
~st ~an~1 of this figure that when the model confonnsto Rule I by Siegler'
criteria, It. nevertheless occasionally fails on balance problems and occa-

of responses predicted by any of the rules. In fact~ the model and human
subjects deviate from the rules insimilat ways, as can be seen by comparing

Thus far, we have seen how thernOdel can be used to produce behavior that
conforms to Rides 1, 2. and 3, arid can occasionally approximately conform
to Rule 4, depending on the pattern of connection strengths. If we look at
a finer grain, we see that the model does not conform exactly to the pattern

Use of Siegler's Rules

Discrepancies Between the Connectionist Model and

depends on. use of an explicit multiplicition of numerical quantities.

given the evidence previously diseussedthat exact adherence to Ride

problems, but only affects. the actual overt choice of response on sotne
problems. The activations have moreofa margin foterror in some cases,
so they are robust against the amount of variability that arises from the
training regime used in this modeJ. The presence of this variability does
prevenHhe model from stri~lycapturingRule 4, but this is as it shoUld be,

variabUty actually affects theamyations of the units in the network for all

random sequence of training trials has similar effects. Note that the

performan~ on the same problem when the network' is tested' after different
epochs. Although. a fuDy, realistic model would, I believe, incorporate
pr()(CSsing variability (McOeDand, 1993), the variability introduced by the

inconsistancy affects different '

however, and depends on. exact, va1u~ of connectionst~engths that are
difficult to maintain. The variability introduced by the random sequence to
training trails tends to disrupt Rule 4-like perfornumce. In other studies
(McCeDand, 1991, 1993), I argued that hutnan infol1i1ation processing is
intrinsically variable or noisy. Although the present model is deterministic
in the senSe that ' the output it gelieratesis a deterministic function of the,
input and the connection strenaihs, there is one source of variability from
epoch to epoch. namely the random sample of training eXamples. This,
together with use of a learning rate, constant large ' enough so that the
random sample of training C8ses in each epoch exerts a marked enough
effect on the connections. introduces fluctuations in the , connection
strengths frotnepoch toepoc:h that produce some inconsistency. This
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The fact that children deviate from Siegler s rules inmost of the same places
as the modd provides further support for the idea that for children there

Overlay of ExpUdt Rules?

smaller ones, as in algebraic models such as the one described by Equations
J and 2, Because of the graded connection weights, thecoDDeetion strengths
. in one of the pathways can be strong enough to make a difference in
extreme cases, but' not strong enough to do ' so , in subtler cases. So, for
example, just before the model makes the transition to full conformity to
Rule 2, it performs correctly on extreme disparities in distance but not on
small disparities. Similarly, near the end of training, the model can get some
conflict-distance problems right ifthe disparity on distance is much greater
than the (conflicting) disparity in weight; and it can get some conflictweight problems wrong (giving occasionally the balance response) when the
disparity in weight oi1ly . slightly ' outweighs, the disparity in distance. This
occasionally leads to cases where the model approximately conesponds to
Rule 4, even though it is not in strict correspondence on every problem,

that large discrepancies tend to produce bigger activation differences than

places where correct performance depends on exact numerical values of
connection sttengtbs. In addition, some discrepancies also arise from the
continuous nature of the model's representations. This means, for example,

discussed introduces some errors; as already stated, these tend to come at

symmetry, so it cannot apply a different criterion to the two different kinds
of cases. I leave it to further research to explore incorporating some form
of symmetry detection capability into the model.
For the cases where the model and the children differ from Siegler s rules
in similar ways, we might ask what causes these differences. In the case of
the model, they arise from two sources. First, thevariablity previously

response. The model does not have

they appear to adopt a relativdy stringent criterion for the balance
the perceptual capacity to detect

nwnber of weights, saine dist8ncefrom fulcrum, as in the case of balance
problems). When it is asymmetrical, as in all types of conflict problems,

do not tell the whole story.

try to find a rational basis for their responding in the form of an explicit rule
that seems at least approximately right in that it comforms to their implicit
response tendencies. Indeed, they may then use the Rule, as opposed to the
implicit response tendency, to actually determine their responses, The fact
remains, however, that there are discrepancies between subject's responses
and the explanations they giv~ of their own behavior. That these discrepancies often accord with the connectionist model's predictions for where
such deviations should occur, supports the view that the rules by themselves

explain their behavior, subjects may sometimes formulate explicit rules;
Karmiloff-Smith(1986) argued that childen may have a natural tendency to

Even in cases where there is no explicit expectation that they will have to

how they solved the problems.

formulate and use such rules in both of these experiments. Interesting1y, the
likelihood that a subject's behavior would conform to one of Siegler s rules
was higher in his experiments than in experiments by Ferretti et aI. (1985) or
Ferretti and Butterfield (1986), in which subjects were:~ted in groups, used
paper and pencil to indicate their response, and were not asked to describe

statement of the procedure they used may have influenced subjects to

their categorization performance. The need to produce an explicit verbal

was counterbalanced, two thirds of the subjects in the balance scale task
would ' have the exPectation that they would be asked to explain the basis of

problems with the same formal structure as the balance scale task, and after
each task, each subject was asked to describe how , he or she solved the
problems on which he or she had just been tested. Jkcause order of tasks

One answer may lie in the possibility that children d() sometimes use such
rules, Perhaps, the patterns we see with children reflect a mixture of cases of
explicit use of rules combined with other cases in which an implicit,
activation-based strategy is used.
Children s tendency to use explicit rules may vary with details of the
experimental situation. Some aspects of Siegler s methods may have influenced some children s tendency to use explicit rules in his experiments, In
Siegler (1976), some subgroups of subjects in ExperiMent I were explicitly
instructed to trY to discover the rule that govemsthe behavior of the
balance scale. In Siegler (1981), all subjects were run on three different

scale is symm~trical (same

occurs under Rule 2. The discrepancy is due to the fact that human subjects

tend not to use the balance response unless the

predicted by Siegier

tendency in the same direction under Rule 4, and in a recent replication with
a rermed version of the 24-item rule-assessment test, a shnilar deviation

s rules. The question arises, then, why . it is that the
children s behavior comes closer to Siegler s rules ttlan the model's does.

to the midpoint between the model's performance and the performance

the discrepancies from the rilles tend to occur in the same places in the

model as in children, the model deviates more strongly from the rules than .
children do in almost every~. Indeed, quite often the children fall close
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subjects en on the 'conflict problems, not on problems of other types.
There is one place where the model's behavior deviates from the rules in
a way that children s behavior does not. This ocCurs on. conflict-balance
problems when overall performance confonnsto Rule 3. .There is a

4~ A CONNECTIONIST VIEW

is an underlying continuous representation that varies in strength and is best
thought of as ~pproximately ca~tured by Siegler s rules~ However, although

McCLELLAND

make more conect responses on conflict-weight problems than on other
types of conflict problems. Finally, with Rule 4, , both' the model and human
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difference. Consider first, the

accuracy data as a function of torque difference (Fig. 4. 7). As in the Ferretti
and Butterfield study. performance on simple weight problems , is highly
accurate at all levels of torque difference, and so is relatively unaffected

(1986) findings on the effects of torque

The new simulation captures many aspects of the Ferretti and Butterfield

15 epochs of each run were discarded.

differences being: (a) the new Ferretti and Butterfield test was given along
with a test based on the one used by Siegler (1976) at the end of every epoch.
(b) results were based on eight simulation runs of 70 epochs. rathei' than the
four runs of 100 epochs used in McClelland (1989). The simulation was cut
off at 70 epochs because of the young age range of Ferretti and Butterfield'
subjects (5- 11. compared with 5-20 in Siegler. 1981). Because Ferretti and
Butterfield' s youngest subjects were first graders who perfonned at the Rule
I level in Siegler s test. the results presented were taken only from epochs
after the network reached the Rule I level- this meant that the earliest 10

The simulation was run just as in McClelland (1989), with the only

first three values, but had to use a smaller range, 11-:- 15, for the fourth level.

the 1989 balance scale model following as closely as possible the procedure
Ferretti and Butterfield used to construct their test. Slight differences arose
because Ferretti and Butterfield used a scale with six pegs on each side and
up to six weights on a peg, but the McOelland (1989) model used only five
pegs on a side and up to five weights on a peg, Thus, for simple weight and
distance problems. Ferretti and Butterfield used product differences of I, 3.
12 and 24-30 for the four different levels; I was able to match the first three
values but had to use a smaller range, 16-20. for the fourth level. For
conflict-weight and conflict-distance problems, Ferretti and Butterfield
used differences of I. 3, 5. and 18-24 units; again. I was able to match the

the apparent use of Rul~ 1-4. To do this, I constructed a new test set for

responses to different problem types, and the effects of torque difference on

I consider both the influence of torque difference on probability correct

as exhibited in the McClelland (1989) . model, permits a good fit to the
Ferretti and Butterfield data.

difference effects. In this section , I explore whether this sensitiVity, at least

McClelland (1989) model and their own connectionist model predict torque

that use graded

activations and connection weights provide a natural
framework for capturing these phenomena~ Indeed" Schmidt and. Shultz
(1991; Shultz, Mareschal, & Schmidt, in press) have shown that both the

simple explicit rule like Siegler's Rules 1-4. Connectionist models and others

As previously noted, the torque-difference effect of Ferretti and Butterfield
(1986) is another phenomenon that strains the notion that children s balance
scale responses can be fully understood in terms of the consistent use of a

Torque Difference' Effects
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of Rule 4

classifICations goes. up as torque

Butterfield (1986) data is not perfect. it is close enough in several respects to
suggest that the mechanisms used in the model and the mechanisms used by
children have something in common. Ferretti and Butterfield suggested that

Although the correspondenCe between the model. and the Ferretti and

lowest level of torque difference than the subjects do.

difference goes up, and both the children and the

modelsbow inconsistent
trends with Rules 2 and 3. The correspondence to the data is good, with the
one discreJ)allcy that the simulation shows more Rule 3 classifications at the

down and the , percentage

seen in thesimulatioll are similar to the '

Consideriilgthe nile classifications shown in Table 4. 3, again the patterns
patterns seen in children
responses. As in the experiment. the percentage of Rule I designations goes

simulation than in the actual experiment.

cOnflict-distance problems improves across levels of product difference;
The simulation ' shows a wider variation on. conflict-weight probleins over
in the children s data. Also. the simulation
torque difference than is
shows lessiInptovement than the children on simple distance and conflict..
-distance problems at the highest torque difference level. This maybe due
to the fact that the largest torque differences are less extreme in the

by variations in torque aifference, but performance on simple distance and

Ferretti and Butterfield (1986), Right panel, newsilnulation results based on the McClelland
(1989) balance scale network,

FIG, 4. 7, Averag~ nulllber or responses correct on problems of each of four different types,
as a function of level of torque difference, ' Left panel, human subject data redrawn, from. .

Torque Difference livel

+-
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0.23

2,

Simulation

0;31

Buttuf.eld Dota

0;01

conflict problems using two different networks. The first waS a network just
entering the Rule 1 phase. and the other was a network that was just about
the exit the. Rule 1 phase. These are the networks whose weights are shown
at Epoch20 and Epoch 40 iliFig, 4. 6. Each network was trained with 16
examples of conflict problems chosen according to the procedures described
by Siegler (1976). Siegler's subjects Saw the training examples only once, but
just to see what would happen. I presented the ' 16 examples several times,
testing on- the 24-item rule assessment test after ' each presentation of the
16-item training set. Performance profiles for the two networks over
problem types. after each set of presentations of the conflict problems. are
shown in Fig. 4. 8. The resUlts are quite dramatic: The network trained with
conflict pr~blems just as it is entering the Rule 1 phaseresresses. whereas
the network trained with conflict problems just as it is exiting this phase
moves forward to Rule 2 after the
rust
exposure to the training problems,
, The reasons for th~ differentpattems can be found by examining the
connec:tions in the network at the time when the conflict training trials are

(1976) experiments on readiness by examining the effect of training on

progress from stage to stage, In McCleUand(1989). I simulated Siegler

of mec~ms of development. namely the findings on the readiness to

We now turn to the fmdings that are of most interest from the point of view

Readiness

mance~

alternative interpretation: It suggests that children may rely on the same
kind of graded. activation-based process that underlies the model' sperfor-

children may use rules but ignore small differences. The model provides an

TD LeWI

0.24

Ferrelli

,.,

McCLELJ.,AND

TABLE 4.3
Perca:ltqe of RuleClasSificatiollS at Different Levels of Torque Difference

TD LeWI
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go down. However. it has no encoding of relative distance or of how to use
it to influence its predictions as to which side will go down,

allow a definite but still weak encoding of relative weight. and a definite but
still weak use of this encoding to influence its prediction as to which side wiD

100. Finally. on the distance side of the network. neither unit has significant
strength to either output unit, In summary. this network has connections that

the connections involved are weak at this stage compared to Epochs 40 and

introduced, In the. 2O-epoch network consideringfust the connections from
the input units to the internal representation units. there is a definite but still
weak (compared to later stages) representation of weigJit on the two sides of
the scale. and virtually no representation of distance. ~imilarly. considering
the connection weights from the internal representatiqn units to the output
units. the connections in the pathway that deal with weight encode the fact
that the side with the greater' weight goes down. For example. the internal
representation unit on the left. whose activation varies positively with relative
weight to the left. activates the left side down output ;unit. Again. though.

FIG. 4. 8. Perfonnance profiles on the rule assessment test after 0 through 10 exposures to a
set of conflict problems, after 20 (left) or 40 (right) epochs of training, The figures present
successive profiles proceeding back in depth, with the lowest (frontmost) profile in each fJSUre
representing performance before the first exposure'to the conflict training patterns. Problem
type I = balance, 2 = weight, 3 = distance, 4= conflict-weight, 5 = coriOict-distaDce; 6 =
conflict-balance as in Figure 4,4. The frontmost profile for the 2().e~h network corresponds
exactly to the pure Rule I pattern, bilt with exposure to thcconOict problans this profile
deteriorates and becomes unclassifiable after the fourth exposure. The frontmost profile for
the 40-ep0ch network corresponds to the Rule I pattern with one deviation in the form of one
correct response out of four on distance problems, With just one exposure to the conflict
problems, thepattem switches over the Rule 2 pattern with on~ deviation, and even this
deviation disappears with just one more exposure.

Probll!ll 'J\'pe

QJocb 20
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situation, consider how the conflict

McCLELLAND

it reduces the strengths of the

covary with relative distance. So, even if

connection from distance input units to distance representation units have
no effect on the predictions of the network. In back propragation,
connections are adjusted in proportion to the extent that their adjustment
reduces the discrepancy between predicted and observed outcomes, and
changes in these connections do not much affect this discrepancy, so the
weights are not changed very much.
In summary, conflict training erodes the connections on the weight side
of the Epoch 20 network and has little influence on the connections on the
distance side. Therefore, this network gradually regresses with repeated
presentations of the conflict feedback problems.

problem arises for the connections from the distance input units to the
distance hidden units. Given that the connections from the distance
representation units to the distance output units are weak, changes in the

relative distance covaried perfectly with which side goes down, the connections from the distance representation units to the output units would
bounce back and forth and little net progress would ensue. A similar

representation unit does not

left-hand distance representation unit to the left side down output unit on
a trial where the left side should go down, and will decrease the strength of
this connection on a trial where the right side should go down, These
influences have no net effect because the activation of the left-hand distance

sides of the scale, The
learning algorithm will increase the strength of the connection from the

relative distance from the fulcrum on the two

changes to these connections cannot help. The problem can be seen ' most
easily in considering the connections from the internal representation units
to the output units. Changes in these connections do not help performance
overall, because the activations of these units do not meaningfully reflect

weight cue, the feedback is inconsistent. But there is another reason why

connections it uses to encode and use the weight cue, The result in gradual
deterioration of performance.
Although the connections are eroding on the weight side of the network,
little is happening to the connections on the distance side. Changes to these
connections cannot help the network very much. For one thing, as with the

reduce this error, and in so doing,

to predict which side will go down. Indeed, on half of these trials, the side
with greater weight goes down; but on the other half, the side with greater
weight goes up, Thus, to a network encoding and predicting based on the
weight cue, its predictions are in error on one half of the conflict-weight
training items. The network makes adjustments to the connections to

present inconsistent feedback with respect to usefulness of the weight cue

Given this
training problems
influence the connections in the network. The set of conflict problems
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network differs from the 20-ep0ch network
in two

they tend to be

to differences in distance. Similar influences also occur in the connections
between the distance input units and the distance representation unitS, so
both the encoding and use of the distance cue are strengthened,

influences on the output units, thereby increasing the network's sensitivity

unit will, therefore, have a small effect on the error, as win' a negative
increment to the connection from this unit to the right side down output
unit, Therefore, only small' changes are made to these connections. The
result is that larger changes are made in the right places. CorresPonding
changes occur on conflict-distance problems where the ~stance is greater
on the right, Between these two kinds of cases, there is a resulting increase
in the extent, to which the distance representation units exert the correct

on conflict distance trials where the left side should go down. An increase
in the strength ofthe connection front this unit to the left side down output

contrast, the right distance representation unit tends to be relatively inactive

strengthened. There is now a basis in the existing connection weights on the
distance ' side of the network on which to build. The distance representation
units now represent relativedistance~ For example" the left distance
representation unit' s activation increases to the extent that the differences
between the distances on the two sides is greater on the left. This unit tends
to be active on conflict-distance trials when the left side should go down.
On these trials, an increase in the weight from this unit to the left side down
output unit will substantially reduce the error, as will a negative increme
to the connection from this unit to the right side down output urnt,
Therefore, relatively large changes are made to these connections. In

on the distance side of the network are not eroded;

weight to predict which side will go down. This time, the connection weights

dominates and there is little error, and therefore, little change to the connections. Now consider conflict-distance problems. In these cases~, the weight
cue tends to dominate the output, too, and so there is error-the network
makes the wrong prediction. On these trials. the connections on the weight
side of the network will be eroded somewhat, but because they are stronger
than at 20 epochs, this does not readily reduce the network' s use of relative

First, consider conflict-weight problems. In these cases, the weight cue

t~

connections on the weight side encode rdative weight more strongly and use
this cue more forcefully to influence predictions than in the~poch
network. Second, the connections on the distance side of the network now
encode and use the distance cue, albeit weakly. At this point, the network'
shows that it , gets one of the four distance
pror1le on the 24-iiem
problems correct, indicating partial sensitivity to distance cue.
In this case, training with the conflict . problems tumsout differently.

ways. First, the
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Now let us consider the 4O-epoch network, ' also shown in Fig. 4. 6. This
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of

weight side

of

of

the network will

of

meaningless connections and nuD or canceling chalages,
to the state

preponderenceof the weight is to the

relative advantage. This advantage does not

that in the presence
of
random initial connecuons, some units will naturally
tend to be more suitable for some tasks than others, The gradient descent
learning procedure exploits these random initial differences. Connection
changes that initially almost cancel do not quite cancel completely. and
gradually, differences build up. As they do, structure emerges. There is no
point at which one could say, "now the network is encoding relative weight

represent prior knoweldge about the ' problem; it only represents the fact

will inevitably be a slight

instances in which the proponderence of the waSht is to the right, but there

right. The effect can be slight and initially Jiot consistent over different

the other in those cases where. the

the weight side

meansthat. due to the random initi81 values, One of the 'two hidden units in
of
the network wiD be' slightly more strongly activated than

where the connections have started to become meaningful and the changes
begin to . cumulate? Are we again faced with some ' sort of immaculate
transition, " as , Siegler and Munakata (1993) put it?
No, there, is no immaculate transition. Recall that the network is
initialized, not, withO cqnnections, but Withverjsmall random values. This

state

have no beneficial effect. How then does the network ever learn? it seems
that we are in the same place we were when considering models based on
learning rules. In these models, the transition suddenly happeris at some
why it happens then or why it takes so long
of
point, with no suggestion
within a stage ifasinglediscrete change (adding a new production) is required
to get from A to B. ln the connectionist system, although the transition itself
is not instantaneous, it seems as though it must at least
begin
to happen
suddenly at SOIlle point, Otherwise, how would we progress from the initial

of

the network: Initially, the network has no meaningful
of
how to use relative weight, and

relative weight or

therefore changes to tbe connections in the weight side

repr~ntation

the

goes down. Indeed. tbe same would apply just as weD to the connections in

the connections on the distance side

is really correct. Specifically. in describing the effects

of conflict training on
tbe Epoch 20 network, the description
given makes it sound as tbough it would be impossible for tbe network ever
to learn to make use
of
the distance cue, , even with a totally consistent
relationship between relative distanCe and outcome in tenDs
of
which side

I hope that the previous discussion allows an intuitive understanding
of
the
process whereby the network C8I1 exhibit differential readiness to learn at
different points in its development. But this discussion. posed as it has been
in nonmatbematiCal form. may tend to give more
of
an "all-or-nothing
flavor to the effects
of
connection changes at different points in time than

Accelerado.aadDealerado. iD Developmeaaal Changt
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of

the Rule I phase, and the

of

9,

..0

Epoch

100

100

of connection weishts for proccssin8 weisht and distance as a
trainin8. Wcishts for encodill8 wci8ht and distance (input to hielden units) are
Relative m88J1itudc

output

Input 10 hidden

Epoch

to

McClelland (1989). with permission,

shown in the lower panel. Wcishts, Eor usins the resuitsoE these encodill8s to determine which
side
of the Scale will So down are shown in the top panel, Reprinted Erom FiJUre 2, 12

function

FIG, 4.

i 2

8 2

I.

f.

Hidden

transition from the Rule 1 phase on to Rule 2 and then Rule 3.

acceleration in the connections tliat process the distance cue mark the

process the weight cue mark the onset

larger effects. Accelerations
of this sort, both for the weight cue and for the
distance cue, are visible in Fig, 4, 9, The acceleration in the connections that

largei' than they would have been earlier, and at the same time, they have

made to these weights, and there is a double benefit because the changes are

structure gradually emerges, changes to particular connections can have
large effects on the error. According to the leaming.rule, larger changes are

and before this it was not, " but there are accelerations and decelerations. As
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that

the model actually computes distance,
each

demonstrate an obvious advantage
for
weight over distance as a cue, in that
the model exhibits a very extended Rule 1 phase in which distance has no

the best fitting rule at each epoch, are shown. in Fig. 4. 10. The results

followed by rule assessment using Siegler s test, The results, in the form of

at random,

the relative positions of the weights and the fulcrum into account. As
before, each epoch consisted of 100 training examples selected

on their relative positions with respect to the fulcrum,
The new network was trained without any bias in the training set at all;
each of the 625 different problems that can be made from a random
combination of 1-5 weights on either side of the fulcrum at distances 1units from the fulcrum on either side had an equal chance of being
presented in each training epoch. Actual location of the weights and the
fulcrum varied randomly from trial to trial, so that the network had to take

positions, With the
correct response depending not on the absolute positions of the weights but

problem could be presented in any of a number of

fulcrUJJi. To ensure

to represent the position of the left weight, another row to. represent the
position of the right weight, and a third row to represent the position of the

course of developmental change in the use of different cues" but there are
other factors that may also be rel~ant in this and other problem domains.
One such factor is, the relative complexity of the cues to weight and
distance. Weight is a stable property of an individual object, whereas
distance is inherently a relation between a pair of objects. In the case of the
balance scale, the second object is . the fulcrum. Perhaps the differential
difficulty of encoding weight and distance may turn out to depend not
relative frequency but on this difference in complexity of the two cues.
To iUustrate this general point, and to show tbat connectionist models
provide a way of' addressing it, I carried out one further simulation using
the same way of representing weight information as in the earlier simulation, but a different way of representing distance information. Distance is
no longer represented explicitly, but instead, the positions of three thingsthe two weights and the fulcrum - are all represented. A row of units is used

differences in frequency, if they do exist, would tend' to influence the time

frequency of experience with weight and distance as cues. In terms of the
accelerations seen in Fig. 4. 9, we see the same phenomenon played out on
slightly different time scales, due to the differential frequenc)" of
exposure
of the mCKkI to each of the two dimensions of the problem,
Certainly

that weight is mastered before distance because of differential relative

connectionist
learning
for
conceptions of developmental change, I would like toreconsider one of the assumptions of the 1989 model. In that model, I assumed

Before turning to a consideration of the impUcations of

Must We Assume a Biased Environment?
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differences provide another possible basis for developmental differences in

in tipkslikethe

balance scale task. and has

changing systems of

for

cognitive develop-

reported in this chapter~ taken together with

in tasks like the balance scale task to the magnitudes of the various cues-

First. the simulations provide an account for the sensitivity of perf'ormace

Sensitivity to Cue M.gaitude

connectionist models. and consider some of the broader implications for
understanding aspects of cognition and cognitive development,

the present simulations. discuss how they relate to basic characteristics of

knowledge and the -nechanisms through whgich these representations
change in response to. experience. Isummarlze the main points arising from

insights arising from theotber work just cited. make several important
points about the representations that may underlie implicit. intuitive

The set of simulations

knowledge- knowledge that is often verbally reportable and that often
corresponds to a system of explicit rules and propositions.

authors the view that implicit knowledge coexists with more explicit

only one form of children s knowledge. As I discuss later. I share with these

ment that incorporatecon:i1ectionist principles as the substrate for acquisition of implicit knowledge. Both authors argued that implicit knowledge is

Halford (1993) have proposed general frameworks

connections. Drawing on these studies, both Karmi1off",Smith (1992) and

rules. but of changing systems oCknowledge stored in the forDi ofgtaded

suggesting that development may not be a matter of

research on language development (Bllnan. 1991; Mac Whinney. (einbach.
Taraban. & McDonald. 1989; Plunkett & Marchman. 1989; Rumelhart &
McCelland. 1987). conceptual development (Chauvin. 1989. Schyns. I991).
seriation (Maresehal & Shultz. 1993). and other models of performance in
the balance scale task (Shultz. Mareschal, & Schmidt. in Pre$S). Taken
together. these papers provide a growUig body of simulation studies

extended this work in several ways. This work is part of a growing body of
connectionist, work' examining various' aspects of development. including

progression of belui.vior seen

theappli~ility of aC()nnectionist approach to the apparentlyrulelike

This chapter has reviewed earlier work (McCleDand. 1989) demonstrating

GENERAL DISCUSSION

the use of different cues.

rules. to capture its relevant
cognitive algebra

approach of

formoC the developmany other similar
continual

change. In this

~n as providing an eXplicit mechanistic

FlaveD. 1963. for a

~ple.

characterized byanapproxin1ately additive combination of cues. In other
work. examples of this kindo( progression toward a fuller implicit grasp of
the structure of the domain can be seen. For
Cleeremans.
Servan-Schreiber. and McClelland (i989) trained a simple recurrent connectionist network to anticipate the next element of a sequence based on
prior elements. The model shows what I
callprogress;ve penetration
into
the structure of the sequence (borrowing a felicitious phrase from' Flavell.

exclusive reliance on one cue. to a transitional periOd where both cues are
taken into account but one strongly dominates. to a final phase thatean be

discussion). The balance scale model reviewed ber~ illustrates bow such
qualitative changes-apparent stagelike progression;....could arise from the
accumulation of small incremental changes. In the m~el. aCquisition of the
use of each of the two cues begins with an initial pOOle in which the effects
of experience accumulate gradually. followed by a more rapid acceleration.
This basic property of connectionist networks, coupled with some basis' for
easier mastery of one cue than another. is sufficient to account for the
developmental progression from initial failure to use ' either cue. to virtually

never showed in detail bow this might occur (see

believed that the process ot equilibration

basis for one of the main tenets of Piagetian developmental theory. Piaget
produced smaIl changes that
accumulated to yield apparently qualitative developmental change. but

respect. the simulations can be

progressions can emerge froni incremental.

domains. Most importantly. these simulations have shown how stagelike

Secondly. the simulations account for the general
mental progression seen in the balance scale

Stage6ke Developmental Progressions

Anderson (1991). and other approaches to knowledge representation based
, on ' fuzzy logic. It is an assumption that is helpful in providing an aCcount
of certain important aspects of the relevant developmental data,

shares with other approaches. such as the

knowledge. Of course. this assumption is one the connectionist' approach

connections, rather than all or nothing,

T~ aspect of the model's performance derives from its use of graded

indicate that simple rules of the form fust proposed! by Siegler do not fully
characterize children s knowledge of the balance sc81e in all cases.

some variants of the balance scale task (Wilkenh~g & Anderson. 1991).

Butterfield (1986). as well as other evidence fo the qse of algebraic rules in

in the balance scale task. the magnitude of the disparity in weight and/or

193

distance from the fulcnun on the two sides of the balaneescale. These
effects. clearly documented by Ferretti et al. (l98~) and by Ferretti and

4, A CONNECTIONIST VIEW

impact on performance. The results do not provide a perfect fit to all

McCLELLAND

aspects of the developmental dat4i, in that the model never exhibits Rule 2
and there is considerable i~nsistency in its performance once it exits the
Rule I phase. But the results do indicate that connectionist models can
easily capture differences in cue compleXity ~ and illustrates how these
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differential readiness to profit from

unreadiness? As previously noted, this is

Finally, the simulations provide a demonstration of the point that connectionist models provide a natural fram~work within which to explore the
possible basis of developmental differences in the representation and use of

Basis for DIffereD"" Use of Cues

cesses. I believe this argUment is shortsighted. It is now understood that the
computational equivalent of back propagation of error can be implemented
in connectionist networks using only the bidirectional propagation of
activation (Hinton, 1989; Hinton & McCleDand, 1988; Peterson, 1991). As
with back propagation, the propagation of infonnation both forward and
back . depends on tbe knowledge stored in the connections.

and therefore of little relevance to understanding human cognitive pro-

implausible (e. g., Grossberg, 1987). The implication is that modelSthat rely
on it use a method that is computationally infeasible for the nervous system,

It has often been observed that back propagation learning is biologically

direction; but once the connections have begun toeapturethe structure in
the domain, both activation and error signals can propagate effectively,

error-correcting learning process relies on the propagation of signals in
mucb the same way that the forward-going activation proCess does. When
connections in the network are random, little is propagated in either

development but not at an earlier point. The essentialobservation is that the

discussing why the network progresses from conflict training at one point in

called the incremental character of ' the learning process in connectionist
networks. As in Piaget' s conception of development, each new accommodation and assimilation builds upon the accumulated residue of past
accommodations and assiiniIations. I tried to make clear how this process
works in some detail, both in describing how accelerations occur and in

These aspects of the model' s perfonnailce derive from what Elman (1991) .

transition.

described by Siegler andMunakata (1993) as the problem of the immaculate

readiness from the state of

experience as a function of current developmental

state. Although rulebased approaches (Klahr & Siegler , 1978; Siegler, 1976) can characterize the
differences as weD, they, do so in a way that begs the fundamental
developmental question, namely, how does the child get. to the state

Third, the simulations account for

DiffereD"" ReadiDess

1963), in that its perfonnance fIrst corresponds to optimal predictions based
only on the preceding element, then progresses successively through phases
in which it takes successively more and more elements into account.
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QVQi/abi/ity)

i~ deVelopment,

of~e complexity . in multilayer connectionist
complexity-

changes sign

in this chapter essentially

handles this relation in just this sort of way.

depending on the value of Xl. A back propagation network of the kind used

second case, there is a correlation between X and y that

correlation between either XI or Xl and y in th~ second Case. However, in the

noncontingent correlation between XI and y in the first , case, but

fundamental one is ihefact that correlations betWeen input and output
become contingent on other input \'aiiables ~ The problem, as the network
sees it, is One oflearnil1g several suchcoriditional contingencies instead of
just one.
To make this concrete, consider a network that is learnihg a relationship
between two binary input variableS (XI t x2land a si~e output variable (y).
and consider two relationships: y = XI' and y = (XI ? = x2l. (Thesecond
function has value I if XI and Xl are identical, value Ootherwise. ) The truth
tables for these two relationships are shown in Table 4. 4. There is a simple

fully determined, several contributing factors can be identified. Perhaps the

account of higher order relationalinfonnation to aCC1iratel~perform

networks. tn fact, the factor I call

specifically, the need to take
some
task -is understood to be of Central impoprtance in connectionist networks,
Perceptrons (networks with one layer of modifiable weights) are not
capable of learning to explOit higher order relational information (Minsky
& Papert, 1969). Although multilayer perceptronstrained with back
propagation can lam to use relational cues, tbey learn. lower order
relationships much more easily; the simulation I reported here (of the
relative difficulty of learning to extract the higher order distance cue from
position. iDforma.tion) is one of many ~es " in point. :Although all the
reasolis why networks have ail easier time with simpler cues have not been

implications of the role

The present ' simulations are the first to stress the possible d~velopmental

inflections during language acquisition.

and MacWhinney et al. (t989)and Mac\Vhinney and Le~nb~h (199l)have
noted that connectionist models capture the effects of availability (as weD as
validity and conflict validity) in development of use of articles and

importance of Cue frequ~ncy (what they call

Other researchers, particularly Bates and MacWhinney ~ have stressed the

various cues. tn a wid~ range of domains, children tend to fOcus on one cue
when there are two or more. thlitate of equal importance from the point of
view of thephysic:al pr~sesin play in the domain. . Even if we accept the
frequently held view that t~e tendency to focus on ' a single dimension across
a wide range of tasks reflects capacity limits, one of two dimensions will
reliably dominate the other, supporting the notion that there are differences
in the strength of the child' s sensitivity tothe dimensions. The connectionist
approach allows us to see how both frequ~ncy of exposure and complexity
of a cue could play a central role in determining which cue Will dominate.
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TABLE 4,
Truth Tables for Two Relations

(x,
:!C:J
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there is

both cases,

flexibility

by a pattern of activation

, Th~ preceding discussion SUggests that the use of tensor product repre, sentaUons may not be necessary to capture within a connectionist frame-

McClelland, 1987)~

Obviously on this approach" higher orderrelatioDs require extremely
complex representations. Tensor product representations were used in a
wide range of connectionist models (e. g., Rumelhart " McClelland. 1986;
Touretzky&Hlnton, 1988) but they suffered from combinatorial explosion
and from a dispersion of the regularities that must be learned for mastery
of the cOntentofp8rtlcular domains (plaut&: McClelland, 1993; St. John

every poS$ible N-tupleconsisting of one element from each dimension,

conSisting of a set of elements. Combinations of elements .from different
dimensions are represented by assigning ()ne connectionist unit to represent

ti()ns, each problem dimension is represented'

The McClelland

(1989) network built in

weight and distance cues and separate internal. representation units for

considerable initial structure by assuming separate input representations for

Nature a/the Initial Structure.

verbal form.

cOnnectionist netwol'ks and explicit knowledge tbat can be articulated in

Several fundamental questions remain open at this staBe, In concluding, I
consider two~ The nature of tbe initial structure thatrDost be built into a
network to allow it to learn and to account for the de~lopmental patterns
seen in a particular domain, and the relation between what is learned in

Open QuesdoDS for Coanettionist Approacbes
to Cognitive Development

press).

the unspecified dimensions; Hinton, 1981;

subset of dimensions provided in the input provides sufficient constraint on
Movellan " McClelland, in

dimensions that must be considered for adequate performance. Halford
p~oposed the use of Smolensky's (1990)teroor networks to capture complex
higher order relations, and specifically proposed a mapping of tbe balance
scale problem oilto the tensor product representati()n. . Iil these representa-

connections can be. trained with a variety of learning rules, and there are

network used in the simulations reported here. Networ~s with bidil'ectional

should be possible in connectionist networks that are slight variations on the

complexities of using tensor product representations, this same

outcome, and the model would fill in the missing values. Given the

or output.

problem equivalently, so that any can be used as eith~1' input
Thus, for example, a tensor product model of the balance scale baving
separate dimensions for each oBhe input variables and: another dinlension
for the outcome would allow one to specify all but lone input and the

~imensions of the
acccS$ed. Tensor product representations treat all

Another reason wby Halford propoSed tensor product representations is the
fact that they provide a framework within which knowl~ge can be flexibly

Inberent Limitation?

Is the Feedforward Nature of tbe Present Model .n

higher order relations are more difficult to capture than simpler ones are.

inherent capacity to capture higher order relations, and in

are necessary to perform a ~cular task. In both :cases,

dimension. Back propagation networks instead provide a smaller number of
units that are assigned by the learning process to capture conjunctions that

order relations are harder to learn. Tensor product netw()rks provide a fuD
set of units, one f()r every possible conjunction of one ~lement from each

sevel'al extant examples of networks tbat can take inPllts from a subset of
the input dimensions and complete the remaining dime~ions (given tm.t the

place in the relational case.
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work at least some aspects of the empirical findings that suggest that hisher
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Halford (1993; Halford et aI., in press) has stressed the importance of
complexity, measured in terms of the number of interacting problem

where little learning ta1ces

in action at other places in this ~hapter) the changes to the connection
weights nearly cancel eaCh other out. As a result, there is along initial phase

results from training has one hidden ' unit that handles, the' cases where x
I, in which case there is a positive cOrrelation between XI and y, and it 2has
another unit that handles cases in which' X2 = 0, in' which case there is a
negative correlation betwen XI and y. The learning is much slower in this
case than in the case of the sunple functiony = XI' for several reasons, One
is tbat each of the contingent correlations is only exhibited by a subset of the
training cases, A second problem is that the units must learn to specialize;
at fU'St, both units are affected by all of the cases and ~ (in a process we saw

learns a contingent correlation. In one typical solution, the network that

different specific solutions, but they all involve at least one hidden unit that

Different runs with different random starting' connections find slightly
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One of the cornerstones of Siegler's rule assessment approach IS the

do assume that the input and output

representations are highly structured, It is hardly the case that any of the
networks see raw, unenc:oded perceptual input and extract from this weight
and distance. I imagine that the perceptual processes that extract the visual
concomitants of these variables from the raw perceptual input draw on
hardAwired perceptual mechanisms as well as experience-based learning
processes. It is not clear exactly what form these perceptual representations
take or what form they need to take to be useful in systems that gradually
learn from experience. This is a matter that could be fruitfully explored in
future research, Shultz et ai, represented different amounts of weight or
distance on each side of the balance scale by different degrees of activation
of separate units for each weight and each distance, and obtained good
simulations of the main phenomena, but other , than this variation and the
new representation I used in the final simulation reported here, there has
not been much work on what aspects of the input (or output) representations are crucial. Input and output representations make a big difference in
some cases (plaut &. McClelland, 1993), so it will be important to explore
this matter further. The simulations I have reported here say little about the
extent of prior constraints that must be built in to allow development to
successfully prOceed. This is obviously an important issue for future
research, but it is not the burden of the present work to address this issue.
Rather, the point is to show how experience may be that engine that

those used in my simulations -

Althoughexplicit' ruleS are used in some cases, it seems equally clear that
they are not used in every case. We know that children and adults will often
say one thing and do another , and the verbal reports are incomplete (they
do not, for example, encompaSs small systematic deviations . from the rules
nor do tbey accomodate thetorque-difference effect). The possibility
remains that children (and adults)useiniplicit rules of the kind that linguists
have long believed. to underlie the USe of natural language.
What colU1ectionist models contribute here is the observation tIiatthere is ,
a continuous spacc' ofcognitive States. only some of which correspond to
what could felicitously be called an implicit rule. Connectionist models can
implement rules to any arbitrary desired degteeof precision. and when such
models are trained in pure environments (i. e., on environments in which the
stimuli all embody some system of rules, with no exceptions), they often learn
to implement these rules sufficiently preclselythat it makes perfectly good
sense. to describe their behavior in terms of the rules they have learned to

chosen so that the test cannot be passed with a simple additive niI~,
probably are explicitly multiplYing weight times distance.

the combination rule is more additive than multiplicative. Thus, subjects
who pass Siegler's version of the Rule 4 test, in which tbequestions were

ment stUdy, where explicit numerical calculation is not posSible due to the
use of continuous stiDullus and/orrespaDSC variables. the data indicate that

can mimic Rule 4 (or any other, deterministic function relating inputs to
outputs) arbitrarilyc1osely, implicitknowledgedoes not generally reach this
level of sophistication. In Wilkening and Anderson s functional measure-

Although prestructuring the internals of the network is notn~sary, all
of the networks under consideration.... those used by Schultz' s group, and

hidden units.

to capture error in the network's predictions that it misses

are no initial hidden units at all, and hidden units are added one at a time
withOut the

that employs a learning algorithm called

cognition. ' Within

govern their behavior some of the time. The Connectionist, models I. have
explored here, as well as most other connectionist models, leave out such

s behavior.

finding that there is a faitly close correspondence between children' s verbal
reports about how they do the balancesca1e task and their performance as
measured by the rule assessment method. All of the balance scale models,
and indeed all of the ather extant co.mectionist models of ot~r developmental phenomena, ' have nothing to say about this explicit knowledge.
Therefore, it is worth considering the status of these explicit reports and
their relevance to accounting for subject'
Fintof all, both adults andchiIdren can and do use explicit rules to

Rules.

explicit rules and are obviously missing an important aspect of human
the balance ' Scale task , some children use very explicit
procedures, at least some ofthe time. There is good evidence from a variety
of sources that older children can and will use Rule 4 if instructed in its use,
and can discover this rule for themselves. Although connectionist networks

one study, Schmidt and

adequate simulations are possible using a variant connectionist network
CtlScade correlation,
in which there

(1991) cast considerable light on these matters. In

Relation of Implicit Connectionist Knowledge to, Explicit and'Implicit

199

Shultz examined the adequacy of a number of variants of my 1989 model,
in terms of the extent to which the model would exhibit (a) a high
probability of adhering to one of Siegler's four rules after each epoch of
training (excluding a few initial epochs), and (b) sequential progression
through au four rules. They varied the learning rate, whether or not the
hidden units werepresegregated, and the degree of bias in the training set
favoring exposure to problems in which weight varied but distance was the
same on both sides of the scale. Presegregation of the hidden units was not
a major factor in determining the adequacy. Although both the learning
rate and the degree of bias mattered (generally, more adequate models were
obtained with slower learning rates and greater bias), presegregation of the
internal units did not. ' Furthermore, Shultz etal. (in press) showed that

' A CONNECI10NISTVIEW

drives development, through channels determined by initial structure and
by the nature of the input and output representations that are usee..

McCLELLAND '

learning to represent each of these two cues. To what extent do the results
reported here depend on these assumptions? Work by Schmidt and Shultz
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UDS8tisfied because they say

relatively little about why it is that explicit

into

account? '

representations as inputs. Before the ability to form these representations
develops, there would be nothing for explicit cogmtive processes to build
on, but once the ability to represent some information is learned, it would
be available for incorporation into verbal- reports and for use in the
formulation of explicit rules. Verbal communication would ensure that
different individuals observing ' the same events would describe them in

However, we have Seen that connectionist models of the kind discussed here
are actually learning, nOt just how to predict which side will go down in the
balance scale task, but how to represent the relevant dimensions at some
internal, cognitive level. Kanniloff-Smith (personal communication, 1992)
is exploring' the idea that those parts of our cognitive systems that formulate
and test explicit rules and generate explicit ve'i'bal reports might "see" these

any basis for understanding these developments in explicit cogriition.

It may seem at first sight that the colmectionist approach fails to provide

take both weight and distance .

choose the side with the greater weight? Why do9-year-olds report that they

knowledge develops. Why, for eXample, do 6-year-oldsreport that they

istS

cogilitive development. Explicit knowledge does appear to develop, and
the balancesc:ale arena, Siegler's (1976) data show that it develops in some
approximate cOrrespondence with the actual ability ' to use weight and
distance information to predict which side of the scale wiD go down.
Connectionist models may provide a way of accounting for the development of this ability as an implicit skill, but stio leave many developmental-

the matter and divides connectionist and nonconnectionist approaches to

implicit rule. There is another issue, however, that lies closer to the heart of

extent implicit knowledge is profitably describable as' capturing some

kinds of knowledge wiD be blended in different task situations, and to what

ilnplicit C?r explicit knowledge will be used, to what extent these different

Much more could be said about the exact circumstances under which

the two.

system of rules, but need not, and overt behaivor can be guided either by
ilnplicit or explicit kno~ledge, or per,haps by some weighted combination of

implement, For example, Cleeremans et aI. (1991) trained a connnectionist
network on strings generated by a simple finite:state grammar and found that
the network learned to mimic the predictions of the rules of the grammar.
With sufficient training, networkS can sometimes converge as closely as
desired to ~e exact predictions of various grammars. Crucially, though,
connectionist models can also ilnplement input-output mappings that occupy m;my other points in a continuous state space of input-output mappings. As a result, such models are capable of making smooth transitions
from conforming to one rule to conforming to another,
To summarize the discussion thus far: Implicit knowledge embedded in
connectionist networkS may correspond very closely to some specified
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development of the ability
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to say about implicit rather than explicit forms of cognition. Within this
domain, they provide the prospect of allowing us to begin to understand how
cognitive change may arise through the gradual cumulating effects of experience. At the same time, their ability to capture many of the main findings
from domains that were once thought to lie in the heart of symbolic cognition
suggests that the domain of implicit knowledge, and therefore the potential
domain of application of connectionist models, may broad, Surely humalis have explicit . knowledge and reason with it, but, how much of their
reasoning is of this' explicit form, and how much this explicit form of
reasoning depends on underlying implicit knowledge, remains to be seen.
Whatever the final resolution of these issues, it seems likely that connectionist models will contribute to their ongoing exploration.

For the time being, the fact remains that connectionist models have the most

possible future

Obviously, the preceeding paragraph offers only the faintest glimpse of a
rapproChement between theories of implicit and explicit
cognition. Karmiloff-Smith and Halford are exploring ways to characterize
the linkage between implicit and explicit cognitive processes, but this work
is in the early stages of development.

representations come from.

translate the represented information into explicit verbal form. ' In any case,
the development of such representations would be a necessary condition for
the incorportation of the information they capture into explicit rules, and
we would be part of the way toward an understanding of where explicit

similar ways, thereby contributing to the
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